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Hello VZ People,
The winter is finally here, and that’s a good news for all the snow lovers!! For some of
us, the luckiest ones, the winter has started a long time ago, and they had had plenty of
time to enjoy the first snow falls. For example Antti Autti has already kicked some
asses in some contest: World champions ships in Arosa (switzerland) or Oneill pro
(Davos, Switzerland), and when Jules Reymond, Nico Droz and Sylvain Bourbousson
were enjoying the canadian pow pow, Mickael Descheneaux was at the US open.
Meanwhile we, we were here at the office, always rocking the computer while waiting
the week end to go on the closest snowpark, skatepark or surfspot for the most
courageous ones. And what about you?
Here is winter, pro snowboarder and pro skiers show us the right way to enjoy this cold
season, don’t believe people telling you winter is the best season for cocooning…. So
move up your ass, take your board or your skis and go on, to the closest resort, to
shred the snowpark, the pipe, the feeride faces, or even the pub down the resort…

VZ STUFF TO COME
Here is a selection of our new styles!!! If you want to look best on the snowpark or on the
slopes, pick your favorite!!!

Feenom Global Warming

Sizzle White Metallic

Feenom Black Rasta

Feenom Beta Snake
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VZ SNOW TEAM

Antti’s saga continues! Season after season, contest after
contest, he grabs all the podiums… what else to say, he is
a real mutant!!! So since the beginning of the season,
Antti clears:
- the Big Air event at the FIS World Championships in
Arosa, Switzerland: 2nd place
- The O'Neill Evolution Superpipe event, in Davos,
Switzerland: 1st place
- The Air n style where he defeated Shawn White: 3rd
place
- The Xgames’ best trick & slopestyle: 3rd & 4th place

Arosa, Switzerland

Nicolas Droz was on the cover of the last Transworld business!!!
Well done man!
For those who have enjoyed the
last Absynth video «More» and
especially the parts of our VZ riders Jules
Reymond and Nico Droz, you will be happy
to hear that they have been joined by
Sylvain Bourbousson and are now filming in Canada for the
next Absynth video project. According to David Vladika,
Absynth filmer, hot stuff is on its way!!!
Anthon Holland AKA Tonton is actually filming for YEAH
Productions, he will spent some weeks soon in Whistler to find
the best powder possible and to make the best images possible
and then he will go to Montreal!
Marius Otterstad has spent lot of time filming in this last
months: Whistler, Vancouver city, Utah... Result: a new
Rome teaser is available; while waiting for their video, you
can check Marius footage at :
http://snowboardermag.com/videos/flash/rometeaser-07/
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Christoph Weber has this winter a busy schedule: after Ispo he
will move to Alaska to make images for his part for his long
time video project: INSHORT, then he will come back in
Austria to prepare the annual Gap Session with his mate David
Benedek. And after the event he will go again in Alaska filming
for the Inshort video!
Aymeric Tonin has just came back from Canada where he was
with Eric Bergeri shooting some good snow and backcountry
sessions… We have heard about some good cliffs!… More
action to check soon in snowboard unity!!
Dan Wakeham is the new addition to our
flow snowboard UK team. He comes from
Plymouth in the UK.
He compete alongside the British National
snowboard team in World Cup and American
tour contests. Check the last document
snowboard magazine, he is on the cover!!!!
We are also pleased to welcome Jonathan «Doud’s»
Charlet in our french flow team. We also congratulate him
and wish him all the best for his wedding!
Niels Reigner is 12 years old, he
comes from the Alpes… He is riding
since a few years now for the Nitro kid team, he had just
came just came back from the Livigno contest, World
Rookie Fest, where he finishes third. He is now in the
Von Zipper Flow team.

We welcome two new riders in the VZ ski flow team:
Laurent Niol who is a freerider; this winter he will go to
Alaska to go filming for Apocalypse Snow 4.

Lauent Niol

The second rider is a young guy called Sandy Collet who
is involved in freestyle skiing!!! Welcome in the family
guys!
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VZ SURF TEAM
VZ team surfer Andy irons (Kauai) has added another
monumental achievement to his long list of accomplishments by
taking the Pipeline Masters and Vans Hawaiian Triple Crown of
surfing each for the fourth time!
The WCT# 4 surfer: Taj Burrow has organised
his own competition dedicated to kids in January
on his home spot: the Yallingup main break, the
same spot Burrow battled out the earliest heats of
his career. This competition held each year on his
home spot and called «Taj’s small fries» is the
second issue, and regarding the number of groms
who cames in it will be surely done next year too!
Fabrice Gelez was in Lanzarote last months and shoots some
good pics on powerfull waves…. More pictures to check in
Transworld magazines soon!

VZ spanish team captain Dani Garcia
is not only a good team captain or a
good sales rep, he is also an awesome
big wave rider: he was second in the
big wave contest «Santa Marina
Gigante». Check some more action:
www.santamarinagigante.com
After Costa Rica & Puerto Rico, Hugo Benghozi is
preparing a trip to senegal to film his next video,
apparently massive swell is expected there!!! More
footage soon!
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VZ SKATE TEAM
Andrew Brophy is actually in OZ where he spent most of
his time in Melbourne to film and shoot for Cliché. Lucas
puig has also moved there to go filming… apparently a
new Cliché Video is on the way…
Danny Brady has been fed up with grey skies, fog, and
rainy weather so he has decided to spent his winter time in
barcelone near from Macba with some mates to film for
Lakai… Expect some good footage to come!!! And he
will also go to mallorca for a blueprint trip....

Max Frion, VZ flow team rider is in the last Kingpin
issue with a wonderfull Shine On with a beautifull
sequence: crooked up a ledge 36 shove it out! Keep
an eye on this young guy!
We are proud to announce you that Von Zipper is the
sponsor of one of the hottest skate video of the
decade.... Z Movie: the
new Antiz skateboard
Vidéo. You will see Von
Zipper riders inside such
as the young Samuel
Partaix, the handsome
Julian Dykmans, the
taklented Hugo Liard and
the funny David Martelleur
(in the Yama friends part)…
Check out the Z movie premiere euro tour, they will
be soon near from your city…
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We are proud to anounce you that we are partner with the snow parks of
Artouste in the Pyrénnées (Fr) and with the snowpark of Chatel (Sw) in the
Alpes.

Von Zipper is this year again partner on the Billabong Pro Junior (4 stars TTR
snowboarding event). This 2007 issue of this compition will be held in Leysin
in March!

VZ MUSIC:

Joey Starr is still on the road for the promotion of
his new abum:
10-02-07 - Lausanne (99)
17-02-07 - Paris (75)
18-02-07 - Paris (75)
02-04-07 - Bruxelles (99)

Joey starr in Blast Magazine with the rockford

Motorhead was on stage in Paris last december,
Lemmy and the guys of the band invited the vz
staff and some of the riders to come to the show, it
was a great gig with plenty of beers, santiags and
texas mustachs!!! For those about to rock, we salute
you!!
Here is the last album of KUKOO DA BAGA BONEZ, this
MC from New york made different collaborations with DJ’s
such as the Executioners, DJ Krush or DJ Angola… For the
cover of his last album he chose to wear a white gold
feenom!…. Ghetto?! Are you telling me ghetto??!…
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VZ SHOP:

FEATURE OF THE MONTH

Golden circle is a pro shop dedicated to the snowboard and skateboard
universes. This shop is located at Thonon Les Bains, and if you come at the
right day you should might meet Nicolas Droz who is co owner of this shop!
The shop has recently publicate their skateboard video, with of course a nice
skate part of Nick D. ‘Cause the famous snowboarder is also a really good
skateboarder. So if you go to Avoriaz and you
broke your board after three jumps, and you’re
searchin for a good shop sellin good quality
products and giving you good advices: go to
Thonon Les Bains and check the 7TB4 connection!
Yeah bro!

